
K191 (500mmx600mm)

Wall Mounting Instructions

Portrait mounting dimensions 

Using an appropriate drill bit for your wall, drill the
mounting holes and fit the wall plugs that are
supplied. The plugs supplied are suitable for brick
walls only, if in doubt please consult your local DIY
store for advice on alternative suitable fixings.
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FAQs

1.What is a LED Mirror?
A LED mirror uses energy saving LED light bulbs. They are
waterproof rated IP44 for use in bathrooms and include smart
technology like, infra-red on/off sensors, anti-mist demister 
pads and a shaver socket.

2.On/Off Infra-Red Sensor?
All our LED mirrors include infra-red on/off sensor, simply wave
your hand across the sensor switch and it will instantly power up 
the LED lights and demister pad. You need to wave your hand 
3 – 6 inches away from the sensor switch head to power up the 
lights on your mirror/cabinet.

3.Where Is the Sensor Located?
The sensor is located on the bottom right side of the mirrors frame.

4.Can I Isolate the Sensor So the LED’S Come On With My 
Bathroom Lighting?
Yes, please see Instruction no.1.

5.How Do I Activate the Demister Pad?
The demister pad works automatically when the lights are turned 
on and off.

6.Is the Mirror Tinted Glass?
No, the mirror is perfectly clear reflective mirror glass.

7.Is the Mirror CE & ROHS Certified?
Yes!
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Clock Mirrors/Cabinets 

Before fitting the mirror/cabinet to the wall please ensure the clock
power connection and switch connection is connected to the clock
module. Gently push the power cable and clock control cable in to
the clock modules connection blocks, located on the side of the
clock module. HM
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